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Abstract

Web users require IR at object level rather
than at document level [2].
Web documents can either be Web pages or
Web database records. Consider an application, which provides information about certain
products. The user is provided a query form
which will be filled up by the user and submitted to the Web application engine. The
Web application engine uses the existing Web
repositories and databases to extract the relevant answer and provides it to the user. The
user might be provided with documents from
which he has to search for the required information. Also, the Web databases might store
old and partial data which might not be useful
for the user. To overcome this bottleneck, data
integration solutions can be used. By identifying object schema, information about different objects can be extracted from the existing Web databases and then, redundant information can be filtered. Finally, by performing
data integration, Web object databases can be
built. These Web object databases can be used

Web object retrieval has become essential to
provide vertical search facility on the Web. To
achieve high quality Web object retrieval, there
is a need for effective object extraction techniques and object ranking functions. In this
work, an extensive survey of existing Web Object Retrieval Techniques is performed by going through more than 30 recent and relevant
papers. Other techniques which are similar to
Web object retrieval procedures are also described in this survey.
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Introduction

The Web has been instrumental in providing Information Retrieval(IR) facility from the
past couple of decades [1]. The central feature of Web has been to search and retrieve related documents for a given query. But, these
documents also contain various objects such as
people, papers, products etc. Currently, many
1

Figure 1: Web Page Having Multiple Web Objects

Figure 2: Web Object Extraction System

from various other data sources. This collected
information from different data sources can
be integrated to create Web object databases.
The different steps in achieving this goal are:
1. The first step is to extract information
about predefined Web objects from different
data sources which can be HTML documents,
PDF, PS and other formats.
2. Each extracted object should be properly mapped to the predefined Web objects and
then store in a single data warehouse.
3. Finally, retrieval methods should be provided to the user in-order to query stored Web
objects.
The architecture of Web object extraction
system is shown in Figure 2. The required
data records are extracted from different Web
data sources. Here, αi indicates the accuracy
of extracting the required record i from a data
source. After this, the required attributes are
extracted from the available records. Here,
γi indicates the accuracy of extracting the required attribute i from the available records.
From these extracted attributes, the required
Web object is created. Here, βj describes the
importance of attribute j in creating the Web
object.

to build powerful vertical search Web applications which provide the latest and relevant information to the user [2].
To perform Web object integration, many
techniques such as data record extraction [3–5],
attribute value extraction [6] and object identification [7] are required. The extraction process can lead to different errors such as:
1. Source level errors. The quality of the
information content of Web databases may not
be updated or it might be redundant.
2. Record level errors. The data records
which are extracted might have partial or unnecessary information.
3.
Attribute level error. In some data
records the required attribute values might be
merged with other attribute values. For example, in some publication repository, author
names are concatenated together with publication title.
Each Web object comprises of set of attributes. In Figure 1, a Web page which contains 6 data records and each record containing 6 attributes is shown. Each of the data
record can be seen as Web object. Information
about this particular object can be extracted
2
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2.1

Survey of Existing Tech- 2.3 Distributed
trieval
niques
Data Record and
Value Retrieval

Information

Re-

Distributed information retrieval has certain
The
task here is to select the relevant information
from different data sources and then integrating them to provide relevant result to the user.
But, the techniques that are employed to perform source identification and result integration cannot be directly used for Web object retrieval. This is because even though both these
problems look similar, they have different system structure which makes application of common techniques infeasible. Many data integration techniques have been proposed to achieve
distributed information retrieval [19–22]. Also,
many techniques have been proposed to evaluate the quality of data sources [23, 24].

Attribute similarity with Web object retrieval.

Currently, data record extraction is performed
for Web pages [5, 8–11] and Web databases
[3, 4]. The Web pages are divided into number of blocks and each block can be assumed
as a data record. Relevance score is assigned
for each block in a Web page. This style of IR
is known as Passage or Block IR. The problem of assigning labels to the values of extracted attributes is addressed in [6]. Conditional random fields are used in resolving ambiguity for choosing labels. These techniques are
only concerned with extracting the required
data records or attributes and then ranking
them. However, they do not perform Web ob- 2.4 Ranking of Web Objects
ject database creation so that, vertical search
facility for the required Web objects can be In [25], the Web object database is created
through extraction and data integration. This
provided.
work primarily focuses on ranking of Web objects. Both data records and attributes are
considered as Web objects. Separate rank2.2 XML Record Retrieval
ing functions are developed for ranking data
records and attribute values.
XML documents follow a tree structure. The
task is to extract certain branches of the tree
tf (w, Rk )
tf (w, C)
which are considered as data records. CurP (w|Rk ) = λ
+ (1 − λ)
|Rk |
|C|
rently, no extraction process is performed on
XML documents to achieve data record extrac(1)
tion. Many works has been proposed which
The ranking function used for ranking the
deal with handling the XML query language data records is shown in Equation 1. Here,
[12], dealing with identifying the length of P (w|Rk ) indicates the probability of generatXML elements which helps in separating over ing the query term w from data record Rk ,
lapped XML elements [13, 14] and test cases higher the probability more will be the relehave been proposed which provide evaluation vance of Rk wrt w. Here, tf (w, Rk ) is the freof effectiveness of XML retrieval [14]. Similar quency of w in Rk , tf (w, C) is the frequency of
to XML documents, Web pages are also con- w in document collection C, |Rk | is the length
sidered as structure documents and by utilizing of document Rk , |C| is the number of terms
this structure information, retrieval of relevant in the whole connection and λ is a smoothing
documents is performed [15–18].
parameter.
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tf (w, Ojk )
+
|Ojk |
tf (w, Cj )
(1 − λ)
|Cj |

P (w|Ojk ) = λ

(2)

The ranking function shown in Equation 2
performs ranking of attribute values. Here,
P (w|Ojk ) is the probability of generating query
term w from attribute value Ojk which is
present in record Rk and Cj is the collection
of all objects which contain the attribute j.

2.5

Figure 3: Spatial IR Index

Spatial Web Object Retrieval

such as RDF. Basically, it is a knowledge repository in which dataset is composed of set of
triples (s, p, o). Here, s is the subject, p is the
predicate and o is the object. The subject contains the URI of an entity and object contains
URI or literal. An entity profile e is the set of
triples which has the same URI in the subject
field. Every entity has a type which describes
the given entity.
The Web of Data contains numerous entities which are interlinked based on the dependency. This knowledge base helps in providing
semantic search on the Web by using keyword
search queries. For example, the user might
provide the query best cold medication. To answer this query, the query processor filters the
term best and chooses the terms (cold, medication). These terms are mapped to the entity
domain Medical. The relevant entities belonging to this domain are retrieved as a result to
the keyword query. This new knowledge representation provides convenience in understanding the context of the query and provides un2.6 Entity Retrieval
ambiguous results.
Recently, Web of Data has emerged to become
This entity retrieval has certain similarities
one of the pillars of information sharing on the with Web object retrieval. In Web object reWeb. It is supported by industry standards trieval, objects are extracted and integrated to
Currently, many Web documents are being
geo-referenced and geo-tagged. For example,
a user might pose a query which wants to
find out all the good restaurants which serve
pizza and are nearer to the users hotel. In a
conventional Web object IR system, integration of Web objects are performed which might
not provide indexing on the spatial location of
these Web objects. Hence, to answer the above
query, the conventional Web object IR system
might be inefficient.
In [26], efficient IR system design is proposed
to answer queries which require both information about the Web objects and their spatial
locations. The spatial component of a query
can be described by either a point or a rectangle. A new indexing mechanism called IR tree
as shown in Figure 3 is proposed. This IR index is an extension of R tree. Finally, by using
a scoring function, the ranking of spatial Web
objects is performed.
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provide vertical search to the users. In entity retrieval, entities are already structured
which can be directly used for providing vertical search on entities.
Many, entity retrieval mechanisms have been
proposed [27–30]. In [31] formal model is
provided to access the quality of entity retrieval systems. Coreference helps in analyzing whether two entities describe different concepts. Sometimes, the result set might contain
many entities which describe the same concept.
Hence, coreference aware entity retrieval was
introduced in [32]. A metric called conciseness
shown in Equation 3 is used to evaluate the diversity of the result set. Here, R indicates the
result set.

Concisness(R) =
number of unique objects ∈ R
|R|

(3)

The summary of Web object retrieval techniques is illustrated in Table 1.
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Open Issues

There are two major open issues identified after a thorough review on existing Web object
retrieval techniques:
1. To perform Web object data integration, effective object extraction methods are
required to resolve ambiguity. There is a wide
scope in improving the effectiveness of the object extraction techniques.
2. Currently, only a single ranking function
is available for ranking the Web objects. There
is a need to design better ranking functions
to achieve high effectiveness in Web object retrieval.

Techniques
Data
Record
and
attribute
value
retrieval
[3–5,8–11]

XML
Record
Retrieval
[12–14]

Distributed
Information
Retrieval
[19–24]

Ranking
of
Web
objects [25]

Spatial
Web
object
retrieval
[26]
Entity
retrieval
[27–32]

Features
Performs
extraction
of
data
records and
attribute values in order
to
achieve
object integration
Performs
record
retrieval
in
XML
documents
by
utilizing
XML tags

Techniques
achieve retrieval
of
relevant information in
a distributed
environment
Performs
ranking
of
retrieved
Web objects
for a given
query
Uses novel
IR
index
to perform
spatial Web
object
retrieval
Achieves effective IR on
knowledge
databases

Merits
Effective
and efficient
Web object
retrieval

Limitations
Does
not
perform
ranking
of
Web objects

Helps
in
extracting
relevant part
of the XML
documents
in-order
to
provide
relevant
information
Scalable information retrieval

Techniques
are
not
suitable
for
other
non
XML
documents

Effectiveness
in terms of
user relevant
results

Scoring function can be
improved
further

Efficient
Spatial
Web object
retrieval

Only
suitable
for
spatial objects

Provides
user
with
unambiguous result

Techniques
are
only
suitable for
knowledge
databases

Not suitable
to be used
directly for
Web object
retrieval

Table 1: Summary of Web object retrieval
5 techniques
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Conclusion
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sented. The existing open issues which provide
identification. In knowledge Discovery and
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this area are detailed. There is still an ample
opportunity to design effective Web object re[8] Deng Cai, Xiaofei He, Ji-Rong Wen and
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